Do You Have a Collaborative Session Proposal?

Co-organized • Cross-listed • Co-sponsored • SWIRLs

Does the proposal apply to AGU sections/focus groups (S/FG) other than the primary one to which it is being submitted?

Yes

Is this proposal being submitted with co-conveners from the other applicable S/FG?

Yes

Then select “Yes” to being co-organized during the submission process and select up to four applicable S/FG.

No

Then select the applicable co-sponsoring society when asked during the session submission process.

Yes

Would the proposal be applicable to the membership or mission of other societies?

Yes

Does the session proposal fall under the below S/FG and co-sponsoring societies? These requests will be reviewed by the co-sponsoring society (listed only by acronym because of space limitations.)

No

Used Only for Reference

Note: Cross-listed S/FG will be used only for indexing purposes. If the proposal is approved, these cross-listings do not need to be approved by the PC but will be on the session for reference during the abstract submission process and in the program book.

Then select the applicable co-sponsoring society when asked during the session submission process.

No

Note: Co-organized sessions have to be approved by the Program Committee (PC) representatives of all S/FG involved. If approved, this session will be listed under all co-organizing S/FG during the abstract submission process.

Yes

Does the session proposal fit into one of the following SWIRL themes?

• Data Acquisition and Stewardship
• Disruptive Technologies in Science
• Extreme Events and Natural Hazards
• Global Planetary Processes
• Science, Society, Sustainability
• Soils

No

Then your session does not fit into the SWIRL themes for this year.

Yes

Then select that SWIRL theme during the submission process!